Recently, documentary cinema has become a powerful tool for spreading stories and ideas. The Steve Tisch School of Film and Television at Tel Aviv University provides world-renowned resources and tools, making it an excellent place through which students can enter the timely world of documentary cinema in Israel, so we are very excited for the program’s commencement. Because of our faculty’s expertise in documentary cinema and our ability to bring Israeli and international students together, we are confident it will be an enriching experience in many ways.”

READ MORE HERE: HTTPS://INTERNATIONAL.TAU.AC.IL/TELEVISION_AND_CINEMA/?ID=TERM-INTRO
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Since the dawn of the 21st century, visuals reign supreme and capturing reality in an investigative light has become increasingly important across the globe. Documentary filming (non-fiction cinema) has gained significant exposure at festivals, in cinemas, and on television networks.

The breadth of excellence at the Steve Tisch School of Film and Television, a leader in the study and practice of cinema, is unparalleled in Israel and consistently ranked highly worldwide.

The MFA culminates in the students’ production of their own documentary film or series under personal supervision of our world-renowned faculty. Our students’ films are consistently shown at prestigious venues across the globe and our faculty seek to help share students’ films.

The MFA degree is designed to prepare students for professional careers in television, cinema production, visual media, academia, and as directors.

Professor Reuven Palgi-hecker
Head of the Program

Tuition:
$11,500 (USD)

Program Length:
4 Terms (16 Months)

Directing >>
Cinematography >>
Editing >>
Sound Design >>
Production >>
Scriptwriting >>
Film Theory >>

INTERNATIONAL MFA
IN DOCUMENTARY CINEMA

Revisualizing Reality Through Documentary Cinema
At the Steve Tisch School of Film and Television